Introducing Defects in 3D Photonic Crystals: State of the Art**

By Paul V. Braun,* Stephanie A. Rinne,* and Florencio García-Santamaría*

3D photonic crystals (PhCs) and photonic bandgap (PBG) materials have attracted considerable scientific and technological interest. In order to provide functionality to PhCs, the introduction of controlled defects is necessary; the importance of defects in PhCs is comparable to that of dopants in semiconductors. Over the past few years, significant advances have been achieved through a diverse set of fabrication techniques. While for some routes to 3D PhCs, such as conventional lithography, the incorporation of defects is relatively straightforward; other methods, for example, self-assembly of colloidal crystals (CCs) or holography, require new external methods for defect incorporation. In this review, we will cover the state of the art in the design and fabrication of defects within 3D PhCs. The figure displays a fluorescence laser scanning confocal microscopy image of a y-splitter defect formed through two-photon polymerization within a CC.

1. Introduction

Photonic crystals (PhCs) are materials that possess spatial periodicity in their dielectric constant on the order of the wavelength (λ) of light. These materials can strongly modulate light[1] and, with sufficient dielectric contrast and an appropriate geometry, may exhibit a photonic bandgap (PBG). This concept was first proposed in 1975 by Bykov[2] but remained relatively unknown until the seminal work of Yablonovitch[3] and John.[4] In a rough analogy to semiconductors, which possess an electronic bandgap, a PBG material prohibits the existence of photons with energies in the PBG. PhCs are naturally classified by the dimensionality of their periodicity, and in order to rigorously prevent the propagation of PBG frequencies in all directions, a 3D PhC with an omnidirectional, or complete PBG (cPBG) is required.

cPBG materials have been fabricated and well characterized for operation at microwave and radio frequencies, however, operation in the visible and IR requires the characteristic length scales of these structures to be scaled down by several orders of magnitude, necessitating 3D fabrication techniques capable of defining structures with sub-micrometer- to micrometer-scale periodicity and nanometer-scale resolution. Additionally, cPBG structures must be fabricated from optically transparent materials with a high dielectric constant. In the optical regime, there is a limited set of materials satisfying these conditions, largely ruling out organic and metallic materials, most oxides, and many semiconductor-based structures. Because of the materials restrictions and stringent 3D fabrication requirements, there are only a small, but growing, number of cPBG materials that have been constructed in the visible or IR. A review of PBG fabrication methods can be found in the literature.[5] The development of efficient, practical techniques amenable to the fabrication of cPBG materials operating in the visible to IR remains a vibrant area of research, with new approaches regularly being introduced in the literature.
Many applications have been identified for PhCs and PBG materials, including low-threshold lasers,[5] low-loss waveguides,[6–8] on-chip optical circuitry,[9] and fiber optics.[10,11] The majority of these applications not only require a PBG material, but also the precise, controlled incorporation of pre-engineered defects. These defects disrupt the periodicity of the crystal, creating optical states within the otherwise forbidden bandgap frequencies. Therefore, light coupling to these states can be localized within the defect regions and manipulated by engineering the defect geometry and placement. For example, a complicated 3D defect with sharp bend radii (ca. \( \lambda \)) may be engineered to guide light along its complex path without loss if defined within a cPBG material.[12] Similarly, point defects may be defined within PBG materials to create embedded optical cavities. Such cavities containing an emitting material could be used to inhibit spontaneous emission.

This review will focus on the incorporation of defects in 3D PhCs that operate at optical wavelengths and it is organized by the type of defect and the technique used to fabricate the PhC lattice. Defect fabrication techniques will be evaluated on their potential resolution, accuracy of registration with the underlying PhC lattice, flexibility in defining complicated embedded 3D structures, and their potential to incorporate materials that might impart additional functionality. If available, optical characterization and theoretical modeling of these de-
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fects will be included. We categorize defects in two types: intrinsic and extrinsic. In the former case defect formation does not require any special processing aside from that needed to form the PhC itself (e.g., conventional photolithography and direct writing). In the latter case, the PhC fabrication technique lacks an inherent means for the incorporation of defects (e.g., holographic lithography and self-assembly) and they are introduced before or after formation of the PhC.

2. Defects in 2D PhCs

Initially 2D PhCs did not generate as much excitement as their 3D counterparts since they cannot rigorously confine light in all dimensions. However, due to the substantial fabrication and modeling advantages in two dimensions, the experimental and theoretical work on defect-containing 2D PhCs is significantly advanced over that on 3D PhCs. The confinement of light within the plane of a 2D PhC is achieved by sandwiching the 2D PhC between Bragg reflectors,[13] 3D PhCs,[14] or lower-index materials, including air, to utilize total internal reflection.[15]

2D PhCs that operate at optical wavelengths have a periodicity of ca. 100 nm–1 μm with feature tolerances in the nanometer range. Typical 2D PhCs consist of triangular arrays of air cylinders in a dielectric material, as this geometry can yield a 2D PBG for any polarization, provided the dielectric has a refractive index over 2.7.[16] With state of the art lithography,[13,17] followed by reactive-ion or electrochemical etching, high-resolution 2D PhCs can be defined in high-refractive-index materials including silicon and III-V semiconductors.

The addition of defects to these structures is carried out simultaneously with the fabrication of the 2D PhC, affording excellent registration between the defects and the lattice. By removing a line of cylinders from the initial design, linear waveguides can be introduced into a 2D PBG material (Fig. 1).[18,19] Point defects, formed by removing or reshaping air cylinders, serve as resonant cavities that can trap photons of certain frequencies.[18] Through proper engineering, very high Q cavities (up to 600 000) have been reported (Fig. 2).[20] Furthermore, various defect designs have been proposed and, in some cases, realized for low-loss waveguides containing sharp bends,[8] channel drop filters,[21,22] and T-shaped branches.[23] By introducing active materials (e.g., quantum wells or dots) in the design of the PhC the possibility of using point defects as resonant cavities for lasing action has also been demonstrated.[24–26]

3. Defects in 3D PhCs

Although 2D PhCs containing exquisitely designed defects have exhibited powerful optical properties, it remains true that

![Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a macroporous silicon 2D PhC containing a line defect. The pore pitch is 1.5 μm and the PhC is 100 μm deep. Reproduced from [19].](image)

![Figure 2. a) SEM image and b) spectra from a photonic double heterostructure nanocavity. The insets in (b) show a near-field image and high-resolution spectrum of the resonance. A linewidth of 2.8 nm and a Q-factor of 600 000 were observed. Reproduced with permission from [20]. Copyright 2005 Macmillan.](image)
complete confinement of light can only be achieved by extending the PBG into the third dimension. From a fabrication and materials standpoint, 3D systems containing defined defect structures present a difficult set of challenges. For a cPBG at optical wavelengths, a high-resolution 3D fabrication technique and high dielectric constant materials are required, significantly limiting both possible materials and processing routes. Still, several processing routes to cPBG materials have been identified. Those that are amenable to defect fabrication will be covered in this section. Important considerations will be discussed, including potential resolution, accuracy of defect registration with the PhC lattice, ability to define complicated structures, and potential for incorporation of materials with advanced functionalities. Although still limited, optical characterization and theoretical modeling of these defects will also be reviewed.

3.1. Intrinsic Defects

3.1.1. Conventional Lithography

As the microelectronics industry has demonstrated, top-down lithography can create extraordinarily complex multilayer structures. Such layer-by-layer processing routes have now been exploited to create 3D PBG materials containing defined defect structures. On one hand, lithographic approaches have a number of shortcomings, from cost and practical limitations to the number of layers. For example, forming multilayer structures is tedious and difficult, requiring state-of-the-art processing equipment to overcome layer-to-layer registration issues. On the other hand, the infrastructure for lithographic approaches is extraordinarily well developed and, for some device applications, will probably be the method of choice for integrating 3D PCs with microelectronics.

The lithographic methods reported in the literature follow conventional 2D lithography and pattern-transfer techniques, and vary primarily in the procedure used to stack the multiple layers to create a 3D PhC (Fig. 3). Lithographic approaches are highly suitable for forming woodpile structures consisting of high-dielectric-constant rods assembled such that the contact points form a diamond lattice.\[27\] Noda and co-workers developed a ‘wafer-fusion’ method in which multiple layers are created on separate substrates and then aligned and fused together.\[28\] Leaving one or more rods out of the original pattern yields defects in the final 3D structure, for example, waveguide structures with sharp bends (Fig. 3b).\[12\] Transmission and reflection through such a bend was simulated using a finite difference time domain (FDTD) method.\[29\] The layer-by-layer approach pioneered by Lin et al. follows a classical device-fabrication process with repeated cycles of photolithography, wet and dry etching, chemical mechanical planarization, and sequential growth of SiN, Si, and SiO\textsubscript{2} thin films (Fig. 3a).\[30\] Following a related layer-by-layer procedure, Qi et al. successfully fabricated a 3D cPBG structure containing defined point defects (Fig. 3c).\[31\] Optical characterization showed the presence of defect states in agreement with theoretical simulations performed with a FDTD method (Fig. 3d).

3.1.2. Electrochemical Etching

The formation of periodic arrays of micrometer-sized pores in n-type silicon through anodic etching is an approach that has greatly advanced over the past decade and now enables the fabrication of Si-based 3D PhCs containing defined defects (Fig. 4). A substrate is first patterned with pyramidal pits through standard lithography followed by an isotropic wet etch. When the substrate is then placed in a HF acid solution
under an electrical bias, the enhanced current density at the
tips of the pyramidal pits drives selective etching and propa-
gates cylindrical holes through the substrate creating a 2D
structure.\textsuperscript{[34]} The method can be used to create 3D PhCs by
modulating the light intensity during the etching with HF,
varying the number of charge carriers which in turn modifies
the dissolution of the Si. Thus, by modulating the illumination
intensity, the internal microstructure, and thus local refractive
index of the sample is controlled.\textsuperscript{[35–37]}

This fabrication technique presents several advantages, per-
haps the most significant of which is that the structure is
formed from silicon, which has a high refractive index and is
very well understood. There is the possi-
bility for excellent control of the pore
shape,\textsuperscript{[38]} since the structure in the z-
axis can be controlled independently of
the other two axes. This feature makes
the introduction of planar defects trivial
since the structure in the z-axis is di-
rectly controlled by the illumination in-
tensity (Fig. 4).\textsuperscript{[39]} Also, linear defects
normal to the surface are possible by
modifying the initial pattern of the pyr-
amidal pits. There are two significant
shortcomings with this fabrication tech-
nique. First, the introduction of arbi-
trarily shaped defects presents an unre-
solved problem. Second, structures
created this way show at best a very nar-
row cPBG\textsuperscript{[40]} unless the process is com-
bined with focused-ion-beam milling of
channels,\textsuperscript{[41]} which significantly reduces
the simplicity of this method.

3.1.3. Glancing Angle Deposition

Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) is a relatively new tech-
nique amenable to the large-area microfabrication of 3D tetra-
gonal square spiral PhCs,\textsuperscript{[42]} structures which are theoretically ca-
pable of possessing a large and robust cPBG.\textsuperscript{[43,44]} GLAD has
been used to grow materials of interest for PhCs, including SiO\textsubscript{2},
Si, Ge, TiO\textsubscript{2}, and MgF\textsubscript{2}. First, a flat substrate is patterned with a
regular array of short seed posts via electron-beam (e-beam) or
photolithography. Then, the substrate is exposed to a collimated
vapor flux at a large incident angle, such that self-shadowing oc-
curs during nucleation. Through shadowing and the limited ada-
tom surface diffusion, nucleation and growth only occur on the
top surface of the seed posts and oriented pillars emerge and
grow toward the source of the incident vapor flux. By appropri-
ately rotating the substrate during deposition, the growth and
shape of these structures can be controlled, enabling the growth of
circular, square, or polygonal spirals and the incorporation of
embedded planar twist and spacing layer defects (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{[45]} Ad-
ditionally, by eliminating points or lines in the initial seed pat-
tern, silicon or air 2D point or line defects that extend through
the thickness of the crystal have been defined.\textsuperscript{[46,47]} Photonic
bandstructure calculations have been performed for homoge-
neous 3D GLAD structures,\textsuperscript{[43,44]} however, there is only limited
optical characterization of either homogeneous and defect-con-
taining GLAD structures. Transmission simulations have been
performed on heterostructures composed of two tetragonal
square spiral PhCs that sandwich a 2D PhC containing point and
line defects.\textsuperscript{[14]} The optical properties of ambichiral TiO\textsubscript{2} thin
films with various polygonal helices have been interrogated. By
comparing right- and left-handed circularly polarized trans-
mitted light, the defect mode arising from an embedded twist
layer defect was identified.\textsuperscript{[45]} Although considerable work
remains, and complex arbitrary embedded defects can not be
directly formed by GLAD, for applications that require only

![Figure 4. SEM side view image of a 3D PhC containing a planar defect
fabricated by electrochemical etching. The defect has a width of 2.65 μm.
Reproduced with permission from G. Mertens [39]. Copyright 2005 Amer-
ican Institute of Physics.](image)

![Figure 5. a) GLAD schematic. b) SEM side view image of a 3D PhC containing a 150 nm planar de-
fect fabricated with GLAD. Reproduced with permission from A. C. van Popta [45]. Copyright 2005
American Institute of Physics.](image)
simple twist, planar, or straight-line defects, GLAD may enable the rapid, and relatively low cost, fabrication of PhC structures over large areas.

3.1.4. Micromanipulation

Micromanipulation is an intriguing approach for the creation of nearly arbitrary 3D structures without the limitations of conventional lithography. Here, the PhC is built in a completely serial fashion from building blocks. For PhCs operating in the visible or near-IR regime the building blocks need to contain sub-micrometer features, and thus the use of optical tweezers or high-resolution robots attached to scanning electron or optical microscopes are ideal candidates for manipulating the building blocks.

Through the use of a nanorobot, the first diamond structure formed out of colloidal microspheres was fabricated (Fig. 6a). A glass probe nanomanipulator was first used to assemble polystyrene and silica microspheres into a body-centered structure; subsequent removal of the sacrificial polystyrene spheres led to a diamond structure of touching silica microspheres. Through the appropriate placement of polystyrene microspheres, point defects could be embedded into the resulting structure. The same nanorobot was also used to fabricate woodpile structures presenting a CPBG (Fig. 6b).

Individual InP plates were fabricated by conventional integrated circuit processing, and then robotically stacked and aligned with the nanorobot to form structures of up to 20 layers. An advantage of using microfabricated InP plates over microspheres is that the structure was built one layer at a time rather than one particle at a time. The inclusion of defects was straightforward, simply requiring that one of the plates contained a pre-designed defect. Transmission spectra at varying angles were taken from an eight-layer structure containing an embedded defect formed by varying the pitch within two of the central layers. Comparison to calculations suggested that a resonant guided mode was being excited and transmitted through the sample.

Laser optical trapping has not yet been used to create PhC-containing defects, but the potential is certainly present. Through optical trapping it is now possible to concurrently manipulate 3D arrays of colloidal microspheres. Introduction of defects should be possible by simple modification of the trap array. Unfortunately, since this method requires a liquid medium and the traps cannot be allowed to overlap, it will be difficult to directly form close-packed, mechanically stable structures that retain their structure upon solvent removal. Perhaps, through new chemistries and assembly routes, it will become possible to create structures that can survive the drying process. To date, monolayers containing limited numbers of colloids have been formed through optical trapping followed by supercritical drying.

Despite the many advances in optical trapping and robotics, including automatic image recognition that will eventually improve and accelerate the process of fabrication, the use of micromanipulation assembly techniques seems to be restricted to small samples for scientific research.

3.1.5. Direct Writing

Direct writing of PhCs has been growing in interest due to both the ease of incorporation of defects, and a number of recent successes in 3D PhCs, including promising optical spectroscopy. In principle, direct writing involves nothing more than converting a 3D computer aided design into a target material. Because the required dimensions are on the micrometer scale, traditional fabrication techniques, such as rapid prototyping, are not suitable and new approaches have been required. The most promising to date appear to be robotic ink writing and laser writing by two-photon polymerization (TPP) and laser writing by two-photon polymerization (Fig. 7).

Figure 6. SEM image of PhCs fabricated with the aid of a nanorobot. a) Top view of a diamond structure of 1 μm silica colloids. Reproduced from [49]. b) Side view of a layer-by-layer structure. Reproduced with permission from [51]. Copyright 2003 Macmillan.

Figure 7. SEM images of PhCs fabricated by direct writing. a,b) Layer-by-layer structures created by ink-polymer writing [55, 58]; b) shows a linear defect from a missing rod; c,d) Slanted-pore and layer-by-layer structures, respectively, fabricated using TPP [78, 79]. (a) reproduced from [55], (b) courtesy of G. Gratson and J. Lewis, (c) reproduced with permission from Markus Deubel [79]. Copyright 2004 American Institute of Physics. (d) Reproduced with permission from [78]. Copyright 2004 Macmillan.
Robotic ink writing consists of the fabrication of 3D microperiodic polymer scaffolds via direct-write assembly of a concentrated engineered polyelectrolyte ink that is extruded through a micrometer-diameter orifice. If the ink rheology is properly designed, the deposited filaments maintain their cylindrical shape while spanning unsupported regions in the structure, yet adhere to both the substrate and the underlying layers. By means of this method, layer-by-layer and woodpile structures have been obtained. The introduction of line defects can be easily achieved by modifying the computer design to move or remove individual lines (Fig. 7b). To date, the minimum rod diameter is ca. 1 μm and consequently the stop band lies between 3 and 5 μm. As is the case for PhCs made of polymers, the refractive-index contrast is not sufficient to generate a cPBG, so conversion of the polymer template to a high-refractive-index material is necessary. In a recent publication we demonstrated this conversion and characterized the resulting optical properties. Theoretical and experimental studies on structures containing defects are yet to be performed.

Direct laser writing through multiphoton polymerization (MPP) is another powerful route to 3D fabrication. MPP was first developed by Strickler and Webb and has now been used to create a range of high-resolution 3D free-form structures, including microchannels, cantilevers, microgears, micro-micrometer oscillators, hydrophobic atomic force microscopy tips, and PhCs. Briefly, MPP utilizes the nonlinear nature of the multiphoton excitation process to only excite dye molecules in a very small volume around the focal point, with dimensions on the order of the resolution limit. These excited dye molecules locally initiate a polymerization. By scanning this localized excitation throughout a defined volume, a monomer can be polymerized into a robust intricate 3D polymer structure. This technique has also been used to write embedded features within holographic and self-assembled PhCs, see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, respectively. In most cases, MPP is a two-photon process, in which case we will refer to it as TPP.

TPP is a promising, flexible 3D fabrication technique that can be used to form both the PhC and, in principle, to embed arbitrarily complex defects. To date, PhC structures with layer-by-layer and slanted pore geometries, presenting stop bands in the IR, have been fabricated (Fig. 7c and d). Similar to robotic ink writing, the PhC is often fabricated in a polymer, and thus a similar replication approach is necessary to create a high-refractive-index contrast structure. Alternatively, there are certain high-refractive-index chalcogenide glasses such as As$_2$S$_3$ that undergo solubility changes upon exposure to light and are therefore amenable to direct laser writing. To date, there are no reports of optically active defects incorporated within TPP PhCs, however the process is straightforward.

3.2. Extrinsic Defects

3.2.1. Holographic Lithography

The concept of holographic lithography for PhC fabrication was first demonstrated by Berger et al. and is deceptively simple. Inherently, it consists of recording the hologram created by the interference of multiple beams of light into a photoresist. Their first holographic PhC was a 2D triangular lattice obtained from the interference of three beams in a photoresist; the structure was subsequently replicated in GaAs. A holographic lithography, the minimum number of beams required to form an n-dimensional lattice is n+1, thus four beams were required to obtain the first 3D PhC with this technique. The photoresist used in that study, and in most subsequent studies, was SU-8, a resist that has proven to be very useful due to its low intrinsic absorption and capability for forming sub-micrometer features.

There are two key reasons why holographic lithography has the potential to become a leading method for 3D PhC fabrication. First, holography is highly amenable for large-scale production. Second, addition of optically active defects into the photoresist prior to development via laser direct writing is possible. The direct writing of features in holographic PhCs has now been demonstrated in both 2D and 3D structures (Fig. 8). To date, the optical properties of defects in holographically defined PhCs have not been studied, but this is likely to happen soon.

There remain, however, several serious issues before the potential of holographic structures can be realized. The optical properties of 3D PhCs formed via holography are weaker than expected for reasons that are not obvious. There are only limited reports on the optical response of these structures and although a direct comparison is difficult, to date, it appears that colloidal crystals (CCs) present better optical properties. The optical response of holographic structures could be improved by better lasers, photoresists, and processing param-
ters, but these improvements are not trivial. These issues become even more important as the number of interfering beams is increased to form more complex structures (e.g., diamond or chiral lattices). An equally significant issue is that the refractive indices of common photoresists are too low to open a cPBG, regardless of the structure, thus, replicating the structures with high-refractive-index materials is essential. Advances in templating silicon with polymeric structures indicate possible routes to create structures with enhanced refractive-index contrast. Also, very recently, Summers and co-workers demonstrated the use of atomic layer deposition to replicate the structure of a holographic PC into TiO₂, a high-refractive-index material which is transparent in the visible region. Finally, since the exposure wavelength is directly proportional to the lattice parameter of the crystal, the chemistry of the photoinitiating system may need to be changed to tune the spectral position of the optical features. Although possible, this is not a trivial task. Even given these issues, holographic lithography coupled with direct laser writing is certainly an area of great potential.

A variant to holographic lithography in which the interference is created from a phase mask, as opposed to multiple beam interference, was demonstrated by Rogers and co-workers. The phase mask is first defined in a ‘master’, fabricated through photolithography. This master is used to create a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) flexible phase mask. The PDMS phase mask is placed in direct contact with the surface of a photoresist (SU-8) and illuminated with UV light, resulting in a complex 3D intensity distribution in the photoresist. Apart from the simplicity of this method, a very interesting feature of this fabrication technique is that it allows the introduction of both intrinsic and extrinsic defects. The former are obtained by creating defects in the original 2D master template. It should be possible to form the latter via direct laser writing, as demonstrated in PhCs obtained by multibeam holographic lithography. Optical characterization of these structures has yet to be published.

### 3.2.2 X-Ray Lithography, Electroforming, Molding (LIGA)

LIGA is a deep-etch X-ray lithography microfabrication process which combines X-ray lithography, electrodeposition, and/or molding to circumvent the layer-to-layer registration and multistep processing issues found in conventional layer-by-layer lithographic approaches. Through LIGA, high-aspect-ratio PhCs up to six crystal periods thick have been fabricated with sub-micrometer precision and low surface roughness. Synchrotron-based deep X-rays are used to expose poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) through a patterned absorber mask. The exposed PMMA is removed, and the resulting structure can serve as a mold that is filled by electrodeposition or casting, forming a template of the PMMA mold in metal, ceramic, or composites.

This technique enabled micrometer-scale fabrication of inverse Yablonovite or “three cylinder” structures. PMMA was exposed through a triangular array of holes via three tilted X-ray irradiations at 35° from the substrate normal and with a 120° rotation between exposures. Since the refractive index of PMMA is insufficient to open a cPBG, the interstitial space was filled with TiO₂ or metals. Transmission and reflection spectra revealed the presence of a stop band at 2.4 μm, which is in agreement with transfer matrix method simulations. Defects can be incorporated into these structures via multiple exposure and multilayer resist schemes (Fig. 9). Additional X-ray or e-beam exposures have been proposed for the definition of 2D defects in one layer of a multilayer resist, possibly enabling the incorporation of a plane of embedded 2D defects within PBG structures fabricated using LIGA. The fact that synchrotron radiation is required, coupled with issues in uniformity for sub-micrometer structures, probably limits the general applicability of LIGA for PhCs operating at longer wavelengths.

![Figure 9. SEM image of metallic Yablonovite structures fabricated using LIGA. Linear resist-based defects can be seen within the structure. Reproduced with permission from [102]. Copyright 2005 IOP Publishing.](image)

### 3.2.3 Colloidal Self-Assembly

Self-assembled CCs have been widely studied as routes to PhCs and PBG materials, in substantial part due to their ease of fabrication and low cost, but also due to their excellent optical properties. Typical colloidal PhCs consist of 3D face-centered cubic (fcc) arrays, self-assembled from highly monodisperse silica or polystyrene microspheres with diameters ranging from ca. 200 nm to 2 μm. Most early research focused on improving CC quality and inverting them in high-refractive-index materials. This is necessary because only a high-refractive-index contrast inverse-fcc geometry can possess a cPBG. To utilize CCs for most cPBG applications, it is additionally necessary to incorporate designed defects within them. Since the controlled addition of well-defined intrinsic defects is not compatible with the self-assembly process, the viability of CCs for many PBG-based applications relies on a compatible external-defect fabrication technique. Substantial strides have been made over the last five years in the development of novel processes for the incorporation of point, linear, planar, and 3D defects within self-assembled PhCs.

**Substitutional Doping:** Although well-defined defects in CCs may have the greatest long-term potential, significant strides in understanding the impact of defects can be determined through the random placement of defects. The first intentional incorporation of optical defect states in a CC was ac-
accomplished intrinsically via substitutional doping. Watson and co-workers doped colloidal suspensions with microspheres of different sizes or dielectric constants, and used this mixture to grow CCs with substitutional impurities. Near-IR transmission spectroscopy was used to probe the optical properties of the wet crystals doped with both donor and acceptor impurities. Defect modes as well as a significant widening of the optical stop band were observed (Fig. 10). Spectra simulated using the transfer matrix method qualitatively agreed with experimental results, though a quantitative comparison was not possible. Another doping study by Gates and Xia and later by Lopez and co-workers observed a reduction in attenuation of transmittance within the optical stopband with increasing impurity concentration in dried CCs, however distinguishable defect modes within the gap were not observed.

Substitutional doping does not afford control of defect placement and can therefore only be used to create randomly distributed point defects. For the fabrication of more complex defect structures, required for many advanced functionalities, an external fabrication technique is necessary.

2D Embedded Defects via Multistep Procedures: Several multistep procedures have been developed for the fabrication of extrinsic point, linear, and planar defects within self-assembled PhCs. These approaches generally incorporate a 2D plane of defects sandwiched between two CCs. The procedure begins with the growth of a CC, followed by the deposition of an intermediate layer and perhaps 2D lithographic patterning of this layer, and is concluded with the growth of an overlying CC. Additional steps may include filling the interstitial space of the CC and template removal. In this fashion, embedded features of limited dimensionality can be defined within colloidal PhCs.

Through e-beam and nanoimprint lithography extrinsic point defects can be defined in or on CCs (Fig. 11). E-beam lithography was used to individually expose an array of spheres on the top layer of a CC and it was proposed that an additional CC could be grown before development to embed the defects. Nanoimprint lithography was used to introduce a plane of point defects between two colloidal multilayers. Alignment of defects with the CC lattice was not possible and multiple additional processing steps were required to embed the layer of defects; however, since nanoimprint lithography is a parallel, less time-consuming process than e-beam lithography, it may still find application. It will be interesting to compare the optical properties of a 2D embedded layer of extrinsic point defects with those from randomly three-dimensionally distributed intrinsic point defects introduced via substitutional doping (see previous section).

It is straightforward to extend e-beam and nanoimprint techniques to define linear and other 2D defects in CCs. A similar approach to define embedded linear extrinsic defects is to use conventional photolithography to pattern a photoresist deposited on a CC (Fig. 12). Following the assembly of another crystal on this structure and removal of the photoresist, buried linear air defects have been incorporated within CCs. While these linear defects have been suggested for use as waveguides, optics have only been measured normal to their long axis. There is a report that measures transmission through “opal-clad” waveguides, however, in that case the waveguide is not completely surrounded by the CC.

Another technique used to define extrinsic linear defects in CC-based PhCs is laser microannealing, which was used to write micrometer-scale defects on the surface of silicon inverse opals by inducing a localized phase transition from

---

**Figure 10.** Near-IR transmission spectra for CCs containing intrinsic polystyrene donor impurities (10% number fraction) expressed in normalized frequency units ($c/a$). The host colloid diameter is 173 nm, the dopant colloids have diameters of 204, 214, and 222 nm. The dotted curve is collected from an undoped CC, the other curves are from doped CCs. Reproduced with permission from [106]. Copyright 1996 the American Physical Society.

**Figure 11.** a) SEM image presenting a rectangular lattice of point defects defined on the surface of a PMMA CC (lattice parameter is 498 nm). b) Proposed process for embedding defects: 1. e-beam exposure, 2. growth of second CC, 3. development of exposed regions. Reproduced with permission from [110]. Copyright 2005 Elsevier.
amorphous Si:H to nanocrystalline Si:H,[118] resulting in a lowering of the refractive index in the microannealed region from 4.00 to 3.85 (3.75%). If the degree of crystallinity in the annealed region can be improved to yield a larger refractive-index change, and an approach developed to form an additional high-refractive-index inverse opal on top of the defined defect, laser microannealing may enable the definition of useful defects in silicon inverse opals.

Colvin and co-workers constructed colloidal superlattices with engineered midgap states via multiple depositions of colloidal layers with alternating colloid sizes.[119,120] Qualitative correspondence between normal incidence spectroscopy data and scalar wave approximation simulations supported the presence of superlattice effects (Fig. 13).[120] Similarly, Persoons and co-workers incorporated the first 2D embedded planar defect within a CC using a multistep colloidal growth process.[121,122] This structure consisted of two colloidal multilayers sandwiching an embedded monolayer of larger spheres. The colloidal multilayers were grown via vertical deposition, while a Langmuir–Blodgett technique was used to uniformly deposit the monolayer of larger spheres. Transmission measurements were used to confirm the presence of a defect mode within the pseudogap and establish the impact of monolayer thickness on the position of the defect mode.[121,122] A 2D planar defect consisting of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles has also been embedded in a CC through a similar process.[123]

A multiple-step procedure for incorporating an extrinsic embedded planar defect consisting of a layer of silica between two silica–air inverse opals is shown in Figure 14.[124–126] The impact of the silica defect layer thickness on position of the defect mode within the pseudogap was studied experimentally[124–126] and via scalar wave approximation calculations.[125] The overall shape of the spectra agreed qualitatively, however a discrepancy was noted in the reflectance intensities and all theoretical spectra were scaled by an arbitrary factor to enable comparison.[125] Active planar embedded defects were incorporated into a CC via the growth or transfer printing of a polyelectrolyte multilayer on a CC followed by the

---

**Figure 12.** a) Schematic procedure for incorporating line defects within colloidal PhCs. b) SEM image of an air-core line defect, embedded within a silica CC. The boxes highlight the high-quality registration between the defect, original CC, and that grown via a second deposition. Similar results were concurrently obtained by Ozin and co-workers.[113] Reproduced from[116].

---

**Figure 13.** Experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) spectroscopy from a series of CC superlattices deposited by alternating layers of microspheres (A spheres are 451 nm and B spheres are 381 nm). Spectra were simulated using the scalar-wave approximation and an overall multiplicative scaling was applied for each curve to facilitate comparison between experiment and theory. Reproduced with permission from[120]. Copyright 2001 the American Physical Society.

---

**Figure 14.** a) Schematic procedure for embedding planar defects in colloidal PhCs: 1. formation of polystyrene CC, 2. infiltration of CC with silica and growth of excess layer, 3. deposition of second polystyrene CC, 4. infiltration of second CC with silica, 5. removal of polystyrene. b) SEM image demonstrating the incorporation of silica planar defects with defined thicknesses within silica inverse opals. Sphere diameter is 375±15 nm. Similar results were concurrently obtained by Lopez and co-workers[124]. Adapted from[125].
The polyelectrolyte multilayer swells in response to a chemical, optical, or thermal stimulus, which gives rise to a small but detectable shift in the position of the defect mode within the pseudogap. \[127-129\]

3D Embedded Defects via TPP: Although a number of approaches have been proposed for forming defects of limited dimensionality, to impart advanced functionalities, it is necessary to have a means to controllably incorporate complex pre-engineered defects with 3D spatial control. The first method for incorporating well-defined 3D defects within CCs was demonstrated by Braun and co-workers. \[130\]

This attractive technique employs TPP (for description, see Sec. 3.1.5) to fabricate high-resolution 3D embedded polymer features within CCs. \[131\] After infiltrating the CC with a two-photon polymerizable resin, a localized excitation volume is scanned throughout the material to expose the desired regions, defining high-resolution 3D embedded features (Fig. 15a and b). As described in Section 3.2.1, TPP can also be used to define features in PhCs formed by multibeam holography. \[88\]

TPP is an appealing method for writing defects within self-assembled or holographic PhCs for a number of reasons. TPP is a flexible technique capable of writing isolated, embedded, 3D features throughout the bulk of a crystal (on the order of 150 µm deep). Furthermore, TPP affords high resolution, with the smallest reported polymerizable volume element being an ellipsoid of 100 nm × ca. 300 nm. \[132\] When performed in conjunction with in situ fluorescence confocal imaging, it is possible to pinpoint the location of the TPP features with respect to the PhC lattice. \[88\]

An important consideration for any cPBG application is the ability to convert the PhC to a high-refractive-index structure that exhibits a cPBG. Generally, this is accomplished for colloidal PhCs through infiltration with a high-index material such as Si at an elevated temperature, followed by removal of the silica, resulting in an inverse opal structure. Here, both the TPP features and CC serve as a template for the final structure, resulting in a silicon–air inverse opal (which may possess a cPBG) containing embedded air defects. See Figures 15c and 16b for examples of defects in silicon-air inverse opals. \[133\] In the work presented in Figure 16, TPP was used to deposit a SiO₂ hybrid photoresist within a silica-based opal. After chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of Si and HF etching embedded hollow waveguide structures within a high-refractive-index inverse opal were formed. For success following this general procedure it is important that the materials formed through TPP are stable at the requisite high temperatures, for example, 250–350 °C for CVD of Si or Ge. Inorganic \[133\] or robust organic resins \[134\] deposited within silica CCs appear to be appropriate; the ceramic host appears to prevent deformation of polymer features at elevated temperatures.

CCs appear to be appropriate; the ceramic host appears to prevent deformation of polymer features at elevated temperatures.
TPP in CCSs is a very flexible fabrication approach for the formation of complex structures, however, guidance for the design of optically interesting defects in colloidal PhCs is limited. The most notable effort to date on theory and computation of waveguide structures in CCSs was recently published by Louisse and Fan, where it was proposed that coupled cavities are much more efficient for the guiding of light in an inverse opal based PC than simple tubelike defects. Coupled cavities contain a much larger fraction of the light in the air voids, while simple tubelike guides concentrate most of the light in the walls of the tube, where scattering and other loss mechanisms are much more likely to operate.

4. Future Directions and Conclusions

Clearly, great strides have been made in the controlled incorporation of defects within 3D PhCs, extending their functionality and viability for PBG-based applications. Defects have been incorporated within 3D PhCs formed via most fabrication routes, including self-assembly, holography, controlled etching, and lithographic procedures. However, it is also clear that much work remains. To date, most defect structures are simple and there is only limited optical characterization. Also, with only a few exceptions, theory and simulation has primarily been used to explain observed results, not to guide experimental design. The development of reproducible techniques to mass produce high-quality 3D PhCs containing controlled defects will open the door to a new era where microphotonic devices will be combined with, or even replace current microelectronic devices.
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